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DEAN LUECK*

Property Rights and the Economic
Logic of Wildlife Institutions
ABSTRACT
The complex mix of legal, regulatory, and contractual rules that
make up wildlife institutions is illuminated by examining the
structureof property rights to wildlife resources.This observationled
to the development of a model which focuses on the value of wildlife
relative to other uses of land as well as the ability of private landowners to contract for control of species that inhabit their land.
Because contracting for ownership is costly, optimal ownership
rights are likely to be distributed among many parties, both private
and public. Government actions are seen as second-best solutions to
private contracting problems, reducing wealth dissipation that
results from incomplete ownership. Evidence shows that private
hunting rights, variation in state hunting regulations, and legal
classification of species vary according to differences in land
ownership patterns, population territories, and wildlife values.
I. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of property rights has become an important framework in natural resource economics.1 Indeed, property rights analysis
and resource economics have been closely tied ever since Scott Gordon's
important study of the fishery.2 The property rights paradigm remains
* Prof. Lueck is the John M. Olin Faculty Fellow at Yale Law School, Yale University,
New Haven, Connecticut, and Assistant Professor in the Department of Agricultural and
Resource Economics at North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina. Research
support was provided by the Earhart Foundation through a Fellowship Research Grant. An
earlier version of the paper was presented in a conference, "Wildlife in the Marketplace,"
sponsored by the Political Economy Research Center, Bozeman, MT. The author wishes to
thank Terry Anderson, P.J. Hill, and participants in that conference for comments, and
Aimee Mulville, for providing capable research assistance.
1. On property rights economics, see generally Armen A. Alchian & Harold Demsetz, The
PropertyRights Paradigm,33 J.ECON. HIST. 16 (1973); YORAM BARZEL, EcoNoMic ANALYSis
OF PROPERTY RIGHTS (1989); Harold Demsetz, Toward a Theory of Property Rights, 57 AM.
ECON. REV. 347 (1967); THRAINN EGGERTsSON, ECONOMIC BEHAVIOR AND INSTITUTIONS (1990).
See also OLIVER WILLIAMSON, THE EcONOMIC INSITUTIONS OF CAPITALISM (1985) (discussing

the closely related transaction cost framework).
2. H. Scott Gordon, The Economic Theory of a Common Property Resource: The Fishery, 62 J.
POL. EcoN. 124 (1954). See also H. Scott Gordon, Economics and the Conservation Question, 1
J. LAW & ECON. 110 (1958) (another important but lesser known study which stresses
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important for the study of natural resources because the ownership of
resources tends to differ substantially from the typical pattern of
ownership in a private market economy. In fact, most natural resources
are not exclusively private or public, but are governed by a mixture of
private and public institutions. In the United States, wildlife populations
are no exception. State governments usually regulate hunting, trapping,
and fishing; federal agencies protect endangered species; and private
landowners largely control access rights to habitat. Existing laws and
regulations define property rights to many dimensions of wildlife, and
in many areas, access rights to wildlife are routinely bought and sold. In
this Article, I use the property rights framework to explain how these
institutions have evolved in the United States and how they have differed
across states and over time.
The earliest insights from property rights economics, beginning
with Gordon, showed the dissipation of value associated with a lack of
property rights (or what economists now call "open access") to natural
resources. Many empirical studies followed, comparing the allocation of
resources under various property rights regimes, in an attempt to
measure the deadweight losses associated with open access exploitation.3
The next crucial insight showed how property rights evolved out of open
access.4 Property rights, then, came to be seen as a mechanism for
mitigating, even eliminating, the dissipation of value that occurs when
ownership of resources is lacking. This development provided a
framework for understanding how property institutions change over time
and vary from place to place.
At this stage of development, property rights analysis focused on
two extreme institutions: open access and perfectly enforced private
rights. This analytical dichotomy limited the paradigm, especially for
many natural resources, including wildlife, where reality is not at either
of these poles. Two recent advancements in property rights theory have
significantly expanded the usefulness of the property rights model.

property rights as a central issue in resource economics; Anthony D. Scott, The Fishery: The
Objectives of Sole Ownership, 63 J.POL. ECON. 116 (1955).
3. Fisheries have been the topic of many such studies, including Richard. J. Agnello &
Lawrence Donnelly, Property Rights and Efficiency in the Oyster Industry, 18 J. LAW & ECON.
521 (1975); Gary D. Libecap & Ronald N. Johnson, ContractingProblems and Regulation: The
Case of the Fishery, 72 AM. ECON. REV. 1005 (1982).
4. The most important study is by Demsetz, supranote 1, who examined property rights
to beaver among the Montaigne Indians in the 18th-Century. Three other important studies,
all with a focus on natural resources, are Terry L. Anderson & Peter J. Hill, The Evolution
of Property Rights: A Study of the American West, 18 J. L. & ECON. 163 (1975); GARY D.
LIBECAP, CONTRACTING FOR PROPERTY RIGHTS (1989); JOHN R. UMBECK, A THEORY OF

PROPERTY RIGHTS: WITH APPLICATION TO THE CALIFORNIA GOLD RUSH (1981).
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First, scholars have noted how common property, correctly
defined as exclusive group ownership, can be an efficient property
institution when purely private rights are prohibitively costly to enforce.'
Empirical studies revealed extensive use of common property regimes for
such natural resources as fisheries, pastures, forests, and water, as well
as wildlife. By limiting access to a resource, dissipation can be sufficiently
reduced, though not eliminated, to make common property the best
available property regime.6
The second modem development, which complements the understanding of common property, is the recognition that optimal resource
ownership can be divided as well as shared.7 An understanding of divided
ownership begins by realizing that assets have many valued attributes.
Moreover, there is no reason to expect that ownership of all attributes will
be held by a single party. Instead, different parties are likely to control
different attributes of a resource because of their respective comparative
advantages. For instance, a plot of land can be used for agriculture or
wildlife habitat, or perhaps both. Ownership of both the agricultural and
wildlife attributes of the land need not be vested in a single party. Optimal
ownership might mean that a farmer owns the land and the agricultural
output, but that a hunting club or a game agency controls (and owns) the
wildlife population residing on the land.
With these extensions, modem property rights economics is
sufficiently sophisticated to analyze many real-world natural resources
which are governed by neither a complete lack of property rights nor a
purely private regime. Taken together, these extensions focus attention on
the costs of defining and enforcing property rights, and a recognition that
all property rights are imperfectly delineated." For natural resources, this
attention is crucial because many natural assets have characteristics-fugitiveness and vast geographic size are the most important ones-that make
simplistic property rights applications unmanageable. These problems are
especially well-known for atmospheric pollution, fish and game, oil and
gas, groundwater, and flowing surface water.

5. See generally ELINOR OSTROM, GOVERNING THE COMMONS: THE EVOLUTION OF
INSTITuTIONS FOR COLLECTIVE ACTION (1990); GLENN G. STEVENSON, COMMON PROPERTY
ECONOMICS: A GENERAL THEORY AND LAND USE APPLICATIONS (1991); Carol M. Rose, The

Comedy of the Commons: Custom, Commerce, and Inherently Public Property, 53 U. CHI. L. REV.

711 (1986) (all showing the prevalence of successful common property regimes).
6. OSTROM, supra note 5, and Dean Lueck, Common Propertyas an EgalitarianShare Contract,
25 J. ECON. BEHAV. & ORG. 93 (1994), examine the choice between common property and
private property, and between different forms of common property.
7. BARzEL, supra note 1; Sanford Grossman & Oliver Hart, The Costs and Benefits of
Ownership: A Theory of Vertical and Lateral Integration,94 J. POL. ECON. 691 (1986); Oliver D.
Hart & John Moore, PropertyRights and the Theory of the Firm, 98 J. POL ECON. 1 (1990).
8. See generally BARZEL, supra note 1; EGGERTSSON, supra note 1.
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The complex mix of legal, regulatory, and contractual rules that
make up wildlife institutions is seemingly without economic logic. Yet,
these institutions are illuminated by examining the structure of property
rights to wildlife resources. In my application of this framework to
wildlife, I rely on a model that assumes that wildlife is just one possible
use for land and that property rights to game depend largely on the
ability of landowners to contract with each other and with wildlife users
to control wildlife stocks and access to them. Because contracting for
ownership is costly, optimal ownership rights are likely to be distributed
among many parties, both private and public. For example, on a piece of
"private" property, a farmer may own the agricultural output and control
most land uses, a government agency may control hunting seasons and
related regulations, and a hunting club may control hunting access rights
and certain land uses vital for wildlife habitat.
It is important to underscore the significant value derived from
wildlife in contemporary society. The annual budget of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service exceeds $500 million. As of 1985, over 16 million
Americans hunt and 46 million fish annually. 9 The pelts of bobcat and
coyote can bring prices as high as $300 and $100, respectively. Hunters
routinely pay up to $10,000 for the right to hunt trophy elk on private
land in New Mexico, and the state of California has sold the right to hunt
a single desert bighorn sheep for as much as $70,000. Non-consumptive
values from observing game are also important but harder to measure.
Harrington, for example, reported that nearly 30 million people traveled
explicitly for the purpose of observing wild game in 1985.10 This
non-trivial value indicates that significant gains can be made from the
"proper" assignment of property rights. Accordingly, I expect property
institutions to be designed to capture these values.
II. A BRIEF HISTORY OF ANGLO-AMERICAN
WILDLIFE INSTITUTIONS
The mix of institutions-including laws, private rights, and customs-that govern wildlife have differed among regions, across species,
and over time. Table 1 shows the broad historical development of
Anglo-American wildlife institutions. Although my focus is on U.S.
wildlife, I also discuss both British and American Indian institutions to
show the wide variety of possible regimes for governing wildlife and to
generate data to test the predictions of my theory.
9. Winston Harrington, Wildlife: Severe Decline and Partial Recovery, in AMERICA'S
RENEWABLE RESOURCES: HISTORICAL TRENDS AND CURRENT CHALLENGES 205,230-32 (Kenneth

D. Frederick & Roger A. Sedjo eds., 1991).
10. Id.
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Pre-ColumbianNorth America

Prior to white settlement, American Indian tribes specified rights
to live wildlife stocks by protecting hunting and fishing territories. The
ownership of game among Native Americans had an uncanny resemblance to current United States institutions. Indian tribal societies, like
state agencies, controlled wildlife stocks by enforcing the rights to
hunting and fishing territories and restricting the time and method of
harvest by tribal members." Simultaneously, and also like present
American society, individuals and families owned such "private"property
as clothing, domestic animals, homes, tools, and weapons.
Native Americans found it difficult, if not impossible, to enforce
their property rights to these regions as whites introduced agriculture
and industry to the New World, causing the relative value of the wildlife
attributes of the land to decline drastically. Under the resulting rule of
capture that characterized open access, ownership of game could only be
secured by killing or otherwise "capturing" an animal. During this period,
"market hunting" flourished and many wildlife populations in the United
States plummeted. There were well-established rights and markets for
game products such as meat and hides, but rights to live wildlife stocks
were practically nonexistent. 3
B. The English Antecedents of American Wildlife Law
American law has historical antecedents in English common law,
but for wildlife, present-day American and English law differ sharply.14
In the United States, the law places most control of wildlife in the hands
of government, primarily the states. In Great Britain, the law places
nearly all control in the hands of private landowners.
The English common law of property distinguished between
domitae naturae and ferae naturae. Domitae naturae were "tame and

11. Most often, rights to game were held as "common property" among members of
relatively small tribal units. See Demsetz, supra note 1; WILLIAM CRONON, CHANGES IN THE
LAND 54-81 (1986); D. Bruce Johnsen, The Formation and Protection of Property Rights Among
the Southern Kwakiutl Indians, 15 J.LEGAL STUD. 41 (1986). See also Martin Bailey, Approximate
Optimality of Aboriginal Property Rights, 35 J. L. & ECON. 183 (1992) (finding similar
arrangements for tribal groups outside of North America).
12. CRONON, supra note 11, at 82-107; THOMAS A. LUND, AMERICAN WILDLIFE LAW 19-34
(1980).
13. Harrington, supra note 9, at 212-13; JAMES TOBER, WHO OWNS THE WILDLIFE? 52-56
(1981); JAMES B. TREFETHEN, AN AMERICAN CRUSADE FOR WILDLIFE 55-68 (1975).
14. For more details, see Dean Lueck, The Economic Nature of Wildlife Law, 18 J. LEGAL
STUD. 291 (1989).
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domestic" animals (or stocks) such as cattle, sheep, and poultry; ferae
naturae were "wild and untameable." s For domitae naturae, nearly
absolute property rights existed, and rights were retained even when the
animals strayed from the owner's property. Strictly speaking, ferae naturae
meant the "rule of capture" prevailed.
In practice, however, ferae naturae often meant that individuals,
usually landowners, had "qualified" rights to live wild stocks. First, under
"ferae naturae per industriam hominis," a qualified property interest could
exist through husbandry.16 For example, such qualified rights allowed
ownership of swarms of bees even though a swarm may not always be
tied to one piece of land. Second, from "ferae naturae,ratione impotentiae,"
some rights may emerge because the animals are unable to leave the
land.1" This partial right existed, for example, in the young of hares in
their burrows or partridge in their nests. Third, by "ferae naturae,propter
privilegium," rights to game could be vested in franchises separate from
the ownership of the land." Finally, and most important, by "ferae
naturae, ratione soli," landowners had important rights to game on their
own property. 9 As I will show later, some of these principles can be
found in modem wildlife law, although often in subtle forms.
In addition to the common law rules, Parliament restricted access
to wildlife through the Qualification Acts (Game Laws) from 1369 to
1831. Individuals could not take game, even on their own land, unless
they "qualified" by owning certain amounts of land or other wealth. The
original Qualification Act" required that an individual own land worth
at least 40 shillings per year or be a clergyman earning an annual income
of at least 10 pounds in order to take game legally. The final Qualification
Act (1670) required that an individual must own land worth at least 100
pounds per year; have a 99-year lease on land earning 150 pounds per
year; be "the son or heir-apparent of an esquire, or other person of higher

15. WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF ENGLAND 14 (1781). See also
EDWARD CHRISTIAN, A TREATISE ON THE GAME LAWS (1817).

16. BLACKSTONE, supra note 15, at 391 (noting how ownership results 'by a man's
reclaiming and making them tame by art, industry, and education; or by so confining them

within his own immediate power, that they cannot escape and use their natural liberty.").
This ownership by taming or confining referred to deer, hares, hawks, bees partridge,
pigeons, and fish in a pond. The ownership right was lost as soon as the animals regained
their "natural liberty," except in cases of animum revertendi, which recognizes animals, such
as bees, hawks, and pigeons, that customarily return to their owners.
17. Id. at 394.
18. Id. at 395.
19. JOSEPH CHrrry, A TREATISE ON THE GAME LAWS 8 (Garland Publishing, Inc., 1979)
(1812) (stating that "every person has a qualified property in game whilst upon his own
private ground.").
20. Ric. II. c. 13 (1389).
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degree;" or hold a royal hunting franchise of "park, chase or warren." '
Those who were not qualified were further restricted from owning
hounds and other "engines" (such as guns, traps, and nets) used to kill
game.
The qualification statutes were notable for their distinct preference for assigning rights to game to landowners, but not necessarily large
landowners, over all others citizens. Although the 1389 Act granted some
game rights to wealthy non-landowners, by 1670, the Act also disqualified wealthy individuals who did not own land. Historical data on land
values suggest that the land ownership qualification initially restricted
the right to take game to those owning at least 350 acres. Because
nominal land values increased over time, smaller landowners eventually
became qualified. Thus, by 1831, when the Game Laws were abolished,
those owning at least 100 acres were usually qualified.' Restrictions on
qualification did not alter trespass laws, and those qualified could take
game only on their own property. Sanctions for violators were often
severe with, for example; poachers sometimes being punished by death.
After the qualification statutes were abolished in 1831, landowners acquired explicit ownership of wildlife stocks that inhabited their
land.' In Blades v. Higgs, the courts clearly established the landowner as
having a right of property to the game that inhabited his land: "the
property [in game] vests in the owner of the land where the game is
killed."' British landowners still control a preponderance of rights to
game and fish and routinely charge for hunting and fishing privileges
(sporting rights) for deer, game birds, and trout.' The government is
still present, having a role in protecting certain nongame species,
regulating game markets, and enforcing poaching laws. Compared to the
United States, however, government regulation of wildlife is minimal.
Statutes determine the length of open seasons for taking game, but the

21. 22 & 23 Car.II. c. 25 (1670). A hunting franchise was a right that could be separated
from the land but had been originally granted to the landowner by the Crown.
22. Data for these calculations are found in PETER H. LINDERT, SOME EcoNoMic
CONsEQuENcES OF ENGLISH POPULATION GROWTH 1541-1913 (1983) (Unpublished, University
of California, Davis).
23. CHRISTIAN, supra note 15, strongly argued that landowners had always owned the
game in England. Indeed, the full title of his treatise was A Treatise on the Game Laws: In
Which It Is Fully Proved, That, Except in ParticularCases, Game Is Now, and Has Always Been,
By the Law of England, The Property of the Occupier of the Land upon Which It Is Found and
Taken. With Alteration Suggested for the Improvement of the System.
24. 11 Eng. Rep. 1474 (1865). In this case of a deer killed by a trespasser, ownership of
the deer was awarded to the landowner.

25. HELEN R. PIDDINGTON, LAND MANAGEMENT FOR SHOOTING AND FISHING (1981);
CHARLIE PARKES & JOHN THORNLEY, FAIR GAME: THE LAW OF COUNTRY SPORTS AND THE
PROTECTION OF WILDLIFE (1987).
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owners of the sporting rights determine bag limits and actually own the
game when it is killed.'
C. Government Control in the United States
By the mid-nineteenth century, English law explicitly recognized
that wildlife ownership rested principally with landowners. During this
same period, however, American law evolved quite differently.2 7 As I
noted earlier, the rapid growth of white civilization severely damaged
exiting property rights institutions among American Indians. These tribal
institutions were largely replaced by state restrictions on takings which
began in the early 1800s. The earliest state controls simply restricted the
time of year during which it was legal to kill game. When these
restrictions were contested, numerous court decisions bolstered the states'
authority to regulate the taking and trading of wildlife.
While the courts consistently upheld the states' right to regulate
wildlife, the Supreme Court did not explicitly consider the issue of
wildlife ownership until 1896. 28 In Geer v. Connecticut, the Supreme
Court articulated what has become known as the "state ownership
doctrine" of wildlife law.' Justice White stated that the right to "control
and regulate the common property in game" was to be exercised by the
states "as a trust for the benefit of the people."' Geer provided legal
support for the existing state game regulations and the enactment of
future regulations.3
Today, states have the dominant regulatory authority over
wildlife control and use, typically vested in a state "fish and game" or
"wildlife" agency.3' The key components of modern game laws and
regulations, administered and enforced by game departments, include
seasonal restrictions (and sometimes prohibitions) on taking wildlife,
prohibition or severe restrictions on game trade, licensing requirements
for legal taking of game, and restrictions on the methods by which

26. Not surprisingly, there is a thriving market in game meat in Great Britain, and
landowners routinely penalize (through fines) those hunters that damage meat by careless
shooting.
27. MICHAEL BEAN, THE EVOLUTION OF NATIONAL WILDLIFE LAW (1983); Lueck, supranote

14; LUND,'supra note 12.
28. In an early 20th century case, however, Justice Holmes noted that in many regions of
the country the custom was that undeveloped private land was open to hunting to all local
citizens. See McKee v. Gratz, 260 U.S. 127 (1922).
29. 161 U.S. 519 (1896).
30. Id. at 519.

31. Current state game laws are summarized in RUTH S. MUSGRAVE & MARY ANNE STEIN,
STATE WILDLIFE LAWS HANDBOOK (1993).

32. LUND, supra note 12; MUSGRAVE & STEIN, supra note 31; TOBER, supra note 13.
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animals can be taken. Game departments also administer state wildlife
refuges and undertake research (e.g., population surveys, re-stocking
programs).
The federal government's role in wildlife regulation developed
concurrently with the emergence of the state ownership doctrine. The
Lacey Act of 1900,1 the first major piece of federal wildlife legislation,
was passed just four years after Geer. The Act prohibited the interstate
transportation of wild game killed in violation of state laws and
prohibited the importation of certain animals known to cause damage to
agricultural or horticultural assets. The federal government's second
major action on wildlife conservation was the 1916 treaty with Great
Britain (on behalf of Canada) to protect migratory birds.M
In the first half of the twentieth century, three pieces of legislation involved the federal government raising revenue to support wildlife
protection. Both the Pittman-Robertson Act,' which taxes arms and
ammunition, and the Dingell-Johnson Act, s which taxes fishing equipment, provide funds for state wildlife programs. The Migratory Bird
Stamp Act requires waterfowl hunters to purchase a "duck stamp" in
addition to state licenses.3 7 More recently, the federal government began
protecting both endangered species and nongame wildlife.
Today, the federal government, concurrently with the states,
regulates the taking of certain species, manages wildlife on federal land,
conducts animal damage programs, enforces international treaties and
environmental legislation relating to wildlife, regulates wildlife commerce, and operates wildlife research programs. The Fish and Wildlife
Service within the Department of the Interior is the primary federal
agency involved in wildlife issues.
Since the 1896 Geer decision, which assigned property rights over
wildlife to the states, the domination of state regulation has diminished,
largely because of expanding federal authority. While most legal
writers agree that the state ownership doctrine is no longer the governing

33. Act of 1900, ch. 553, §§ 1-5, 31 Stat. 187 (current version at 16 U.S.C. §§ 667e, 701 and

18 U.S.C. §§ 42-44 (1988).
34. Convention for the Protection of Migratory Birds, Aug. 16, 1916, U.S.-Gr. Brit. (on
behalf of Can.), 39 Stat. 1702.
35. Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration (Pittman-Robertson) Act of 1937, ch. 899, 50 Stat.

917 (codified at 16 U.S.C. § 669 (1988)).
36. Federal Aid in Fish Restoration (Dingell-Johnson) Act of 1950, ch. 658, 64 Stat. 430
(codified at 16 U.S.C. § 777 (1988)).
37. Migratory Bird Hunting Stamp (Duck Stamp) Act of 1934, ch. 71,48 Stat. 451 (codified
at 16 U.S.C. § 718 (1988)).
38. The Supreme Court has generally resolved conflicts over jurisdiction in favor of
federal control, relying on three constitutional sources--treaty, property, and commerce--of
federal authority. See BEAN, supra note 27; LUND, supra note 12, at 82-85.
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legal rule, state control of wildlife is still predominant.' In many cases,
federal authority dominates state authority, yet in other cases, private
authority dominates.
III. PROPERTY RIGHTS AND THE ECONOMICS
OF WILDLIFE
What does it mean for a species (or individual animal) to be wild
or domestic? Some farmers raise wild turkeys. Others "ranch" alligators,
fox, mink, turtles, and even butterflies.' So-called wild dogs impose
losses on ranchers that raise domestic sheep. I distinguish wild from
domestic by examining the property rights associated with various
species. This is an important distinction, as it focuses on ownership as a
key to understanding wildlife institutions.
A stock of animals is completely wild only when there are no
exclusive rights to the stock, or open access exists. Similarly, a stock is
fully domestic only when property rights to the stock are perfectly
defined and enforced. Because ownership is costly, domestication is never
complete. Similarly, because open access dissipates wealth, wildness is
also unlikely to be absolute. The completeness of ownership varies widely
across species both over time and across places.
An alternative approach is to consider wild versus domestic in
terms of the animals' habitat. Wild animals have "natural" habitat while
domestic animals have "man-made" habitat. The more natural the habitat,
the more wild the animals. In everyday usage, "wild" implies something
about both ownership and habitat, probably because people implicitly
recognize that the establishment of property rights to animals usually-maybe always-requires some modification of habitat, such as
building fences or controlling predators. It also follows that ownership
affects animal behavior (and ultimately biology) by altering the natural
parameters faced by the animals."

39. In fact, the states never had exclusive control over wildlife because of the prohibitive
costs of enforcing these rights and because states left certain rights in the hands of
landowners. In Hughes v. Oklahoma, 441 U.S. 322 (1979), the Supreme Court overruled the
"state ownership" rule in Geer and instead based regulatory authority on legitimate state
interests.
40. Robert J. Smith et al., Economic Incentives as a Conservation Strategy for Nongame and
Endangered Species of Wildlife, in TRANSACIONS OF THE FORTY-EIGHTH NORTH AMERICAN
WILDLIFE AND NATURAL RESOURCES CONFERENCE 458 (Richard E. McCabe ed., 1992).
41. The possibility of adverse effects (e.g., disease, damage to the gene pool from
inter-breeding of escaped animals) of "game farming" on wild populations is a common
concern of environmentalists. See Valerius Geist, Wildlife Conservation as Wealth, 386 NATURE
491 (1994).
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The Benefits and Costs Derived from Wild Populations

The potential value and costs associated with wildlife are crucial
in determining the ownership of a population or stock. Because these
benefits and costs are connected to different characteristics of wildlife,
ownership rights will be connected with different characteristics. For
example, for stocks that generate valuable pelts, ownership will be
specified in terms of trapping rights. If, on the other hand, a stock is most
important for the costs it imposes on livestock owners, ownership is
expected to be specified in terms of rights to eradicate the stock. In turn,
the realized net benefits depend on the system of ownership that governs
the stock.
The net value of a wild population is determined by the gross
value it generates and by the costs of generating them. A stock of wildlife
is valued for products derived from its carcass, which requires killing
individuals, and for products derived from living animals. Costs arise, in
the form of damage to other resources, because animals consume
resources in their day-to-day lives. Foxes raid chicken coops, blackbirds
eat sunflowers, ducks and geese feast on small grains, elk and deer
forage in hay fields, and coyotes attack sheep, goats, pets, and even
children.
Animal products such as antlers, feathers, flesh, hides, pelts, and
teeth are valuable commodities for which well-established markets often
exist. For a market transaction to occur, property rights to at least some
of the attributes of the commodity must be well specified, as is true for
hides and pelts. Live animals are valuable because they can not only
provide these products at a future date, but during their lifetime, they
periodically provide antlers, manure, power, and wool, and they can also
produce aesthetic value from activities like viewing or photographing, or
simply from "existence."
B. Recognizing Biological Forces
Wildlife populations are renewable, biological resources. The net
value of the stock is determined by incorporating biological as well as
economic parameters, using a bioeconomic model. Let X be the stock
(population) of wildlife in "biomass." F(X) = dX/dt is the natural growth
function of the population, where t is time. Further, assume logistic
growth, F(X) = rX(1-X/K), where r is the "intrinsic rate of growth" of the
population and K is the "carrying capacity" or maximum (natural) stock
level. Panel A of shows this growth function which is maximized at a
population of K/2, which is called the "maximum sustainable yield"
population (X"V).
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Bioeconomics of a Wildlife Stock
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Assume the stock is valuable for a single product (sold at price
p) that requires harvest, and the stock imposes no costs on property
owners. A forward-bending total sustainable revenue (TR) function can
be derived from the biological growth function.42 In the simplest case
resource harvest, h, is a linear function of harvest "effort," E, written as
h = Ex. The harvest-growth equilibrium exists when harvest is exactly
offset by growth, giving an equilibrium sustainable stock level, X*.
Solving the harvest and logistic growth equation yields X* = k(1-E/r)
when Ex = rx{1-x/k) so that Y = EX* is sustainable yield. Sustainable total
revenue function (TR = pY) is a price transformation of the sustainable
yield function as shown in Panel B of Figure 1. Adding harvest costs (TC
cE) as a linear function of effort completes the model.
Property rights to the stock are important in determining effort,
harvest, stock size, and wealth generated from the stock. If the wildlife
stock is privately owned, the owner will exert E* effort and earn a rent
of R* each period.' If, on the other hand, there are no property rights
to the stock, effort may reach EOA (OA = open access) where all rent is
dissipated and stocks are depleted to levels below maximum sustainable
yield. If harvest costs are sufficiently small, open access can lead to extinction of the stock."
The bioeconomic model is a valuable tool, generating implications
about stock sizes and growth rates for wildlife stocks. As constructed,
however, it considers only two extreme forms of ownership of wild
game-private property and open access-when real-world property
rights tend to be an intermediate case. The present value of the rental
stream is denoted Vw and can be viewed as the potential gains from
establishing rights and offers a benchmark for the analysis of wildlife
ownership that follows.4"
C.

The Ownership of Land and Wildlife

It is costly to establish ownership of wildlife stocks because the
ownership patterns of land do not always coincide with the populations'

42. COLIN CLARK & JON CONRAD, NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS 62-70 (1987).

43. Id. at 70-88. Clark and Conrad examine dynamic issues and the use of optimal control
theory in renewable resource models.
44, It is not essential that X = 0 when the growth rate is zero; there may be a "minimum
viable stock size" required to ensure positive growth rates. Obviously, extinction is more
likely when there exists some minimum viable population size. Note, however, that
extinction of a single stock is not the same as biological extinction of a species, which is
composed of many stocks.
45. If r is the appropriate discount rate, then V, = R-e"dt.

T

t-0
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territories.' If a stock of wildlife were the only valuable attribute of a
parcel of land, then the value of the land would be maximized when land
ownership coincided with the population's territory. Under these
conditions, wildlife would be quite similar economically to domestic
animals, although the habitat would still be "natural." In the usual case,
however, wildlife is not the only valued use of land and the analysis is
not so straightforward.
Assume that a homogeneous tract of land has two potentially
valuable attributes: agriculture and wildlife. Assume also that the size of
the wildlife stock is not influenced by agriculture; the stock of wildlife is
composed of homogeneous units (that is, individual animals) and the
value of wildlife is tied to the value of the animals and not to the value
inherent in the existence of a species. For agricultural production the
optimal size of the land tract in acres is S.. If agriculture is' the only
valuable attribute of the land, then the pattern of land ownership (and
the production of farm products) depends on the relative value (net of
property rights enforcement costs) of the various agricultural uses. Thus,
the optimal plot size (S*) depends only on the value of land in agriculture
and equals SA.
The addition of a valuable wildlife attribute on the land, such as
a deer herd, creates a different situation. The wildlife stock coexists with
the agricultural use of the land and has some optimal plot size, S", that
depends on its territorial requirements, where S" is greater or less than
SA. If deer require 10,000 acres and the optimal plot size for agriculture
is at least 10,000 acres, then the agricultural landowner would de facto
own the deer population. If the optimal plot size is only 1,000 acres, then
the landowner's (or another agent's) ability to own the "deer population
rights" will depend on the cost of transacting and enforcing an agreement
among ten 1,000-acre landowners. These contracting costs among
landowners may eliminate the potential gains they could acquire from
specifying their rights to the wildlife.
Wildlife values, Vw, could, in principle, dominate agricultural
values, VA, and determine the ownership pattern of land. For example,
a wildlife refuge describes the case when S* = Sw and the land is owned
primarily for wildlife uses and possibly contracted out in smaller parcels
for agricultural use. This possibility raises the fundamental question of
wildlife ownership: What is the optimal pattern of land ownership when

46. The problem of game ownership is analytically similar to oil and gas reservoirs. See
Gary D. Libecap & Steven N. Wiggins, ContractualResponses to the Common Pool: Prorationing
of CrudeOil Production, 74 AM. ECON. REV. 87 (1984); Dean Lueck, The Rule of FirstPossession
and the Design of the Law, 38 J. L. & ECON. 393 (1995). In economic terms, wildlife resemble
"above ground" oil reservoirs.
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the land has numerous valued attributes that require property rights to
be defined over different margins?
If wildlife (agriculture) is the most valued attribute of the land,
the game manager (farmer) would be the most efficient landowner.47
When the game manager owns the land, he has the incentive to generate
the maximum value of the wildlife (Vw), while the farmer generally will
not have the incentive to reach the potential value from agriculture (VA)
because of the costs of contracting. The converse is true if the land is
owned by the farmer. Alternative property rights schemes can only shift
the incentives for distortionary behavior, but they cannot remove them
completely.
Table 2 summarizes ten possible ownership patterns when land
has two valued attributes, agriculture and wildlife. For each case, the
table shows the: 1) relative value of the two land attributes; 2) optimal
plot size; 3) costs of contracting for ownership of the least valued
attribute;4 and 4) joint wealth (W) derived from the ownership system.
Optimal plot size will depend on the relative values of the two attributes,
S* = S(VA/Vw), so the joint wealth possible will depend on the costs of
contracting for ownership of the attribute that does not determine plot
size. Optimal land (and wildlife) ownership is the solution to the
problem: maximize W* = max (W,..., W, 0). Important parameters in this
choice of institutions include relative prices of agricultural and wildlife
products, optimal plot sizes for both wildlife stocks and farm activities,
and the relationship between agriculture and wildlife. Adding other
valuable land characteristics does not change the model, but only increases the possible arrangements.
All of the possibilities except Cases 9 and 10 seem to have
real-world counterparts, although some are purely historical. Cases 1
through 5 all assume that agriculture is a more valuable attribute of land
than wildlife, while Cases 6 through 10 make the opposite assumption.
The overall ownership pattern for each case is distinguished by the plot
size requirements for both agriculture and wildlife, and by the costs of
contracting for control of the attribute that does not determine optimal
plot size.

47. The analysis here parallels that of Grossman & Hart, supranote 7, who examine the
integration and ownership of assets within a firm.
48. For Cases 2 and 7, optimal plot size is larger than the required land for the secondary
attribute, so "contracting" costs will be manifest as the costs of leasing (L) partial plots to
agents who are specialized in the production of the secondary asset. Thus, if the land is
optimally held as a large wildlife refuge (farm), the refuge owner (farmer) will have to lease
out small portions of the land to farmers (wildlife managers) who require relatively small
units of land.
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I Consider first, the cases for which wildlife is the dominant value
of the land. In particular, Case 6 is important and seems to describe the
governing property rights for many aboriginal hunting and gathering
societies. Property rights were designed to protect valuable wild
populations which required greater territories than did agriculture. In
fact, for these situations, agriculture is likely to have no value, or VA = 0.
This case also describes modern wildlife refuges, both privately and
publicly owned, where agricultural uses are nil. Case 7 describes the
modern case of a wildlife refuge where the owner leases out portions of
the land for agricultural purposes. This describes common behavior on
both federal wildlife refuges and private refuges.49 Cases 9 and 10 are
most likely fictional, though clearly possible, because they assume that
valuable wildlife have territorial requirements less than for agriculture.
Thus, Case 9 describes the rather bizarre situation in which land is
owned in separate, "small" wildlife units whose owners form a contract
to use a collection of these parcels for farming. Case 10 is a similarly
strange regime.
Now consider the cases (1 through 5) for which agriculture is the
dominant value of the land. All of these cases have real-world counterparts. The first case describes an ideal world in which land and game
territory is identical so a single landowner is the optimal property rights
institution. Case 2 is where a large farmland owner leases portions of the
land to wildlife users, as would be the case for a hunter leasing a small
duck slough from a large farmer. Cases 3 through 5 describe what seem
to be the most important contemporary situations: the farmland owner
does not control enough territory to maximize the value of the wildlife
attribute of the land. The game remains unowned (Case 3), is owned via
private contracting (Case 4), or is owned by a government game agency
(Case 5).

49. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service administers 419 separate refuges encompassing 89
million acres of land, including 76 million acres in Alaska. Nathaniel P. Reed and Dennis
Drabelle, in The United States Fishand Wildlife Service (1984), report various leasing programs
for agriculture and other uses on these refuges. See also Richard J.Fink, The National Wildlife
Refuges: Theory, Practice,and Prospect, 18 HARV. ENVTL. L. REv. 1, 64-66 (1994) (discussing the
extent of the leasing program for farming, grazing, logging, and oil and gas production.
Fink finds farming or grazing on over one-third of the refuges and oil and gas on nearly
one-fourth of them); Political Economy Research Center, Private Environmental Protection:
Conservation Examples (1994) (PERC Briefing) (finding over 12 million acres of habitat
protected by private organizations). Leases for agricultural uses are also common for these
lands.
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D. The Incentives of Landowners to Own Wildlife
The ability of landowners to establish rights to wildlife on their
property depends on the incentive they have to resolve the conflict
between the territorial requirements of a wild population and the optimal
tract size of land used for other purposes. To focus the analysis on Cases
I through 5 in Table 2, the most relevant contemporary alternatives,
assume agriculture is the most valued attribute of the land, so that VA >
Vw and S* = S, and redefine the wildlife territory, so that S, = t acres. A
landowner's net value of a wildlife stock is then:
W = max Vw(p,c,F(X)) - C(tS*)

ac
(1)

oc

subject to - > 0, L, < 0;

where Vw is the potential rent derived from the bioeconomic model; p,
c, and F(X) are defined as above; and C(tS*) is a simple contracting cost
function that depends on the relationship between optimal plot size, S*,
and wildlife territory, t.
When the gains from owning wildlife are overwhelmed by the
costs of contracting among landowners, no wildlife is produced, implying
that W = 0. When the total value of the wildlife stock outweighs the
contracting costs, however, landowners will seek ways to establish rights
to the wildlife, implying W > 0. Four propositions emerge.' First, as the
relative value of wildlife increases, the gains from transacting an
agreement among landowners will be greater and the establishment of
private rights to the wildlife stock is more likely. Second, the more
productive land is for wildlife, the gains from an agreement among
landowners will be greater and it is more likely that private rights to the
wildlife stock will be established. Third, as the size of landholdings
increases, the resulting decrease in the costs of contracting among
landowners will increase the gains from transacting an agreement among
landowners and the more likely it is that rights to the wildlife stock will
be established. Fourth, as the territory of the wildlife stock increases in
size, the resulting increase in the contracting costs among landowners
will decrease the gains from transacting an agreement among landowners
and the less likely it is that rights to the wildlife stock will be established.

50. These come from the partial derivatives: 1) aW/ap = (W/avw)(W/ap) > 0; 2)
OW/F(X) = (aW/aVw)(aVw/aF(X)) > 0; 3) aw/as* = (awlac)(aC/aS*)< 0; and 4) 8w/at

= (aWlaC)(aC/at)<0.
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E. Government Wildlife Agencies as ContractualSolutions
As I showed in the model, wildlife ownership will depend on
wildlife value, wildlife productivity, land ownership patterns, and
wildlife territorial requirements. When W s 0, then private landowners
will not establish ownership of the wild stock. This might result even
when Vw is "high," if the costs of contracting are large enough. An
alternative organization, however, might be able to enforce rights to the
stock at lower costs so that some of the potential wealth can be realized.
Denote C" as the private contracting costs for landowners, but let Cc ,
C(t,S*) be the total costs of a third party "game manager" establishing
rights to the stock. Since these costs do not depend directly on the
relationship between wildlife territories and optimal plot size, it is
possible that
(2)

WG Vw -C' > 0,and
W = VW- cP S 0.

Condition (2) indicates that an outside party (non-landowner) may be the
most efficient owner of the rights to the stock of game (Case 5, Table 2).
In particular, government wildlife departments can be seen as agents that
have contracted with landowners for control of the wildlife attributes of
their land where the costs of contracting with other private landowners
are relatively high.5
Although the formation of a game department can, in principle,
capture the value of wildlife when private contracting costs are prohibitive, it has two imperfections worth discussing. First, because the land is
the habitat for the wildlife, a non-land-owning game manager will be
unable to control land uses to maximize the value of the wildlife.
Agriculture and other uses of land may affect the ability of the land to
support game. For instance, drainage of potholes increases wheat
production but lowers waterfowl production. The farmer owns the net
agricultural benefit from drainage, but does not face the costs of the
reduction in wildlife output if a third party owns the waterfowl. As a
51. The analogy with oil and gas continues. See Lueck, supra note 46. In oil and gas
production, "units" are formed when a group of landowners overlying a common oil or gas
reservoir form an agreement to manage the reservoir as a single entity or unit. Landowner
contracting for control of game can be viewed as "unitization." Moreover, all oil and gas
states except Texas have "compulsory unitization" laws that require the formation of a
reservoir unit, even when some landowners (and lease holders) disagree, providing a
super-majority sign the agreement. Management and control of game populations by state
agencies are similar to compulsory unitization in that state agencies intervene in private
contracting. Unitization, however, differs in that private parties still retain ownership of the
natural resource.
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result, the game department will face costs over which it may be difficult
to contract. Recognition of this fact led the famous conservationist Aldo
Leopold to suggest the landowner as a logical owner of the game.'
The second imperfection inherent in a game department exists
because the game manager as a government bureaucracy is constrained
from optimal behavior by collective action and rent-seeking forces. These
incentives also limit the net wealth associated with state game departments.s' Because the ownership rights within a typical agency are not
precise, the agency is not likely to act simply to maximize the net value
of the game. Further, interest groups may be able to influence agency
behavior in ways that reduce the net gains from ownership of the
game. s4
In sum, the gains from a game department are in overcoming the
often prohibitive costs of private contracting for ownership of wildlife
populations that inhabit many different landholdings. At the same time,
a game department will be unable to effectively control land use that
effects wildlife and be driven by various inefficiencies common to all
government bureaucracies.ss In a world where it is costly to enforce
property rights to wildlife, this tradeoff cannot be avoided.
IV. THE ECONOMIC LOGIC OF WILDLIFE
LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Property rights to wild species are assigned by laws and regulations. In particular, they specify ownership of certain wildlife attributes
to private individuals, local governments, states, federal agencies, and
international organizations. The model implies that the assignment of
rights will depend primarily on wildlife values and on landowner
contracting costs, so that laws and regulations are predicted to vary
accordingly.

52. See ALDO LEOPOLD, GAME MANAGEMENT (1933). Leopold's idea suggests that wildlife
and land are "complementary" assets best owned by the same party, as discussed in Hart
& Moore, supra note 7, at 1135.
53. JAMES BucHANAN & GORDON TULLOCK, THE CALcULUS oF CONSENT (1962). For an
application to elk hunting regulations, see John Wenders, The Economics of Elk Management,
in WILDLIFE IN THE MARKETPLACE 89-108 (Terry L. Anderson & Peter J. Hill eds., 1995).
54. See George J. Stigler, The Theory of Economic Regulation, I BELL J. ECON. 3 (1971);
Jean-Jacques Laffont & Jean Tirole, The Politics of Government Decision Making: A Theory of
Regulatory Capture, 106 Q. J. ECON. 1089 (1991).
55. In terms of the model, the separation of ownership from control will reduce Vw and
the bureaucratic incentives will increase Cc.
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A. The English Game Laws and Their Demise
Although the Game Laws have been criticized as creating a "gastronomic preserve" for wealthy landowners and as an "anomaly in the
great English law," in the transaction cost framework, the statutes
strengthened property rights to wildlife stocks by restricting access and
clarifying ownership. England's Game Laws reduced the dissipation of
wealth associated with incomplete ownership. Because these statutes
favored the largest landowners, they created incentives for land uses that
enhanced wildlife stocks. As time passed, changes in the statutes put
more emphasis on land ownership than on other forms of wealth.
The abolition of the Game Laws in 1831 and the resulting
assignment of property rights in wildlife to landowners also supports the
model. Before 1700, the English countryside comprised not only very
large estates but also scattered strips of farmland, common pastures, and
"wastes" that no one used. The enclosure movement, which held sway
from roughly 1700 to 1850, simultaneously consolidated scattered strips
and abolished communal holdings. Land ownership was consolidated by
eliminating farm strips, and property rights were assigned to common
pastures and wastes. The size and number of the largest estates did not
appreciably change during enclosure, but individual holdings became
consolidated and common pastures and wastes came under private
control.' The elimination of commons and wastes was significant. For
instance, it has been estimated that over 10 million acres of wastes (over
10 percent of the land area in the United Kingdom) were enclosed from
1760 to 1880, and the amount of privately owned land grew from 61
million acres (78 percent) to 72 million acres (92 percent).
Enclosure had two important effects. First, by refining rights to
land, enclosure reduced contracting costs by consolidating individual
holdings so each landowner was able to control a larger contiguous
portion of the territory of a wildlife stock. Second, by establishing rights
to common pastures and wastes, the newly assigned landowners had an
incentive to control wildlife stocks. The switch from the Game Laws to
explicit property rights in game coincided with the end of the enclosure
movement which had increased landowners' comparative advantage in
owning stocks of game.

56. Peter H. Lindert, Who Owned Victorian England? The Debate over Landed Wealth and
Inequality, 61 AGRIC. HisT. 25 (1987).
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B. United States vs. Great Britain:The Rationale for State Control
Because English law is the major source for American law, it is
curious that rights to wildlife have been assigned so differently in the
two countries. A popular explanation is that America has a stronger
tradition of egalitarianism than is found in Great Britain. 7 For instance,
one scholar writes: "In the 18th century, the great egalitarian and
democratic debates over property rights in land and wildlife resulted in
America's rejection of the English system."' This explanation ignores
both the forces considered in the ownership model and the fact that
Americans have had little trouble copying the rest of the English
Common Law. Moreover, this political preference thesis does not lend
itself to predictions that can be tested against the facts.
To explain the differences, it is crucial to compare the ecological
character of wildlife and the pattern of land ownership in Great Britain
and the United States (see Table 3). Private landholdings in the United
States near the time of Geer (1896) were small and scattered. In 1880, the
average farm size in the United States was only 133 acres. Just as
important was the fact that the government owned extensive acreage and
much of the country's land, both private and public, was unsettled. As
late as 1920, after much of the public domain had been placed in private
hands, the federal government still owned 27 percent of the land.
In England, landholdings were relatively large and concentrated,
and the government held little land.? In 1899, the mean farm size in the
United Kingdom was 390 acres; it was 134 acres in the United States.
Over 80 percent of the land in the United Kingdom was held in plots
exceeding 500 acres. As of 1873, "over half of England and Wales was
owned by 2,250 persons in estates" which ranged from 1,000 acres upward
and averaged 7,300 acres apiece. 60
The wildlife stocks that inhabit the two countries also differ in
important respects (see Table 3). For example, North American waterfowl
typically nest during the summer in Alaska and northern Canada,
migrating to Mexico and the southern states for the winter. By contrast,
most British waterfowl are not migratory, even though the types of

57. LuND, supra note 12, at 8-10.
58. Robert J. Smith, Resolving the Tragedy of the Commons by Creating PrivateProperty Rights
in Wildlife, 1 CATO J. 438 (1981).
59. Lueck, supra note 14, at 312-15.
60. By the end of the eighteenth century, 400 families owned between 20 and 25 percent
of all land and by the mid-nineteenth century, the 35 largest estates (all in excess of 100,000
acres) totaled roughly 7.5 million acres or nearly one-tenth of all land in England, Scotland,
and Wales. See HERBERT HEATON, EcONOMIc HISTORY OF EUROPE 418 (1948).
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species present is nearly identical. North America is inhabited by many
relatively large herbivores, such as bison, deer, elk, moose, mountain
goat, and pronghorn antelope; and by carnivores, such as bear, cougar,
coyote, and wolf-all of which require rather large territories. Except for
the red deer, wide-ranging herbivores and carnivores are not currently
present in Great Britain. Many of the large mammalian species native to
Great Britain (and the rest of Europe) became extinct before modem
nations emerged, likely because of the lack of property rights to large
territories before modern times and because people found many species
to be undesirable. In the British Isles, the glutton (wolverine), wild boar,
and lynx were probably extinct before historic times. Beaver, bison,
brown bear, moose, reindeer, and wolf had vanished by 1200. Table 3
shows many British species have identical North America counterparts. 6'
In fact, of the major land mammals common to both North America and
Great Britain, only the red deer and the fox remain extant in Great Britain
today.
The assignments of property rights to wildlife in England and the
United States are consistent with the disparity in land ownership and
wildlife ecology between the two countries.' During the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, English landowners have had a comparative
advantage in wildlife ownership not found in the United States. Vesting
ownership in the states during the nineteenth century was a second-best
solution because of the costs of organizing many small and geographically scattered landowners. In 1900, the average U.S. farm was 146 acres; in
1985, the average was 445 acres. But for most valuable game animals
these landholdings were not, and still, are not large enough to facilitate
landowner control of wildlife territories. For instance, mule deer have a
territorial requirement of at least 2,500 acres and elk need as much as
20,000 acres, while porcupine require just 250 acres.63 Giving control of
these territories to the federal government, however, was unnecessary
because few valuable populations required territory that overlapped state
boundaries.
Because states had already been created and defined, it was likely
that the additional costs of having them control wildlife would be small
relative to having another third party contract with landowners. States
already controlled areas larger than the territory typically required by

61. See Lueck, supra note 14, at 313 (providing more detail).
62. The regulation of fisheries in the two countries is also supportive. In America, the
government generally controls fisheries, but state laws ordinarily grant private control of
fish in small lakes and private ponds. In Great Britain, however, private fishing rights are
very common on the numerous, and rather small, countryside streams. At the same time,
the Crown has long controlled the fisheries in open seas, navigable rivers, and the foreshore.
63. See JOSEPH A. CHAPMAN, WILD MAMMALS OF NORTH AMERICA (1982).
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TABLE 3

WILDLIFE AND LAND OWNERSHIP: UNITED STATES VERSUS GREAT BRITAIN
WILDLIFE COMPARISON
British Counterpart

U.S. Species
MAMMALS
Brown bear (Ursus arctos)

Bear (Ursus arcbos)

Beaver (Castorcanadenis)
Bison (Bison bison)
Caribou (Rangifer tarandus)
Elk (Cervus elaphus)
Fox (Vulpus vulpes)
Lynx (Felis lynx)
Moose (Alces alces)
Wild boar (Sus scofa)
Wolf (Canis lupus)
Wolverine (Gulo gulo)

Beaver (Castorfiber)
Bison (Bison bonasus)
Reindeer (Rangifer tarandus)
Red deer (Cervus elaphus)
Fox (Vulpes vulpes)
Lynx (Fellslynx)
Elk (AIces alces)
Wild boar (Sus scrofa)
Wolf (Canis lupus)
Glutton (Gulo gulo)

Gray partridge (Perdixperdix)
Willow ptarmigin (Lagopuslagopus)
Canada goose (Branta canadenis)
Mallard (Anas platyhynchos)
Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos)

Gray partridge (Perdixperdx)
Red grouse (Lagopus lagopus)
Canada goose (Branta canadenis)
Mallard (Anasplatyrhynchos)
Golden eagle (Aquilla chrysaetos)

extinct
extinct
extinct
extinct
extinct
extinct
extinct
extinct
extinct

nonnigratory
nonmigratory

Source: Lueck (1989), Table 5.

LAND OWNERSHIP COMPARISON

Percent private land

United States

Great Britain

28.2%(1880)

92.3% (1899)

Mean acreage of holding, 1899

134

390

Percent of land cultivated, 1899

8.9%

61.5%

4,005,000

180,000

Number of private landowners, 1899
Source: Lueck (1989), Appendix.
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game stocks, and they had mechanisms in place for collecting revenues
and enforcing policies. But because state boundaries were unlikely to be
perfectly correlated with the territories of wildlife stocks, resulting
externalities created incentives to alter the pattern of ownership. Since
Geer, there have been changes, in two directions, both correlating control
with the territory of wild populations. First, where state control was
insufficient to cover the entire territory of a species (as for migratory
birds), federal or international control has been assigned. Second, where
state control was too extensive, ownership changed to private hands or
smaller government units. 64
Canadavs. Great Britain
Canada's wildlife institutions parallel those in the United States,
rather than those in Great Britain. Provincial wildlife agencies regulate
most wildlife populations within their boundaries, and landowners, like
their American counterparts, do not own the game that inhabits their
land. The role of the Canadian federal government parallels that of the
U.S. federal government. The Canadian Wildlife Service, like the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, regulates migratory birds, commercial fisheries, and
wildlife on federal land, manages wildlife refuges, and conducts wildlife
research.6
The organization of Canadian wildlife controls is expected
because the distinction in wildlife ecology and land ownership patterns
between England and Canada is even more striking than it is between
England and the United States. The Canadian government owns vast
tracts of land, often as contiguous parcels. In the western provinces and
territories, the government owns more than ninety percent of all land. As
wildlife institutions emerged at the turn-of-the-century, private landholdings were even smaller and more scattered in Canada than in the U.S. For
instance, in 1874, mean farm size in Canada was just 93 acres and in 1881
it was only 115 acres." Even more than in the United States, Canadian
wildlife populations include large mammals requiring large territories.
Thus, the rationale for vesting ownership of wildlife stocks in private
Canadian landowners is weak. Because Canada is tied so closely to Great
Britain, the Canadian divergence from British wildlife law is stronger

64. Control is "too extensive" when enforcement and resource investment cannot
adequately be undertaken, thus reducing Vw and/or increasing Cc. For example, states
routinely allow private fish ponds, shooting preserves, and game farms. In these cases,
private control is expected to be effective because contracting costs are quite small.
65. Currently, Canada has no federal endangered species program.
66. See MICHEAL G. MULHALL, THE DICTIONARY OF STATIsTCS 349 (1899).
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evidence that laws and regulations respond to the economic forces
examined in the model.
C.

Government Contracting and Geographical Jurisdiction

The larger the territory of a wildlife stock, the greater will be the
geographical jurisdiction of the controlling party. Stocks that migrate
across continents or have extremely large territories are more likely to be
controlled at the national or international level, while nonmigratory
stocks or stocks with smaller territories are more likely to be controlled
at the state or local level or by private parties.
In the United States, government agencies with large geographical
jurisdiction tend to control wildlife with large territories, while private
parties or local governments tend to control those with small territories.
Control of migratory waterfowl, such as ducks and geese, lies with the
federal government in cooperation with the governments of Canada and
Mexico via a 1916 treaty.' The federal government also has responsibility for whales and other marine mammals; many of these species are
controlled by international treaty, many are migratory, and all inhabit
territory that is not expressly controlled by states.
The regulation of migratory waterfowl hunting is guided by
several Flyway Councils composed of agencies from the appropriate
states and provinces. In their biannual migrations, North American
waterfowl populations use "flyways" which support distinct populations,
and their control roughly corresponds with this distinction. Many animals
do not use the territory controlled by more than one state, but they still
require territory larger than most private landholdings. States uniformly
control upland game birds such as quail and partridge, which have
relatively small territories and do not migrate. Big game mammals, which
include ungulates such as deer and elk as well as large predators like
bear and cougar, are ordinarily controlled by state governments.
Mammals with even smaller territories, such as fox and bobcat, are
usually controlled by states, but in some cases they are unprotected and,
thus, effectively controlled by landowners. In general, territories of most
species controlled at the state level do not overlap state boundaries.
International Treaties and InterState Compacts
When a stock of wildlife inhabits an area controlled by two or
more governments, agreement for unified control can increase wealth. In
general, the nature of the arrangement will depend on the interest each

67. 16 U.S.C. § 17b.
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government agency has in the particular stock. International control of
wildlife is likely when a valuable population-such as migratory
waterfowl, certain whales, halibut, salmon, northern fur seals, and polar
bears-does not live completely within one national boundary. The first
international game treaty was signed in 1911 for the northern fur seal
(United States, Great Britain, Russia, and Japan).' The United States
and Canada entered into treaties for migratory birds in 1916' and
Pacific halibut in 1953.' More recently, there have been treaties for such
species as polar bears (1973)' and caribou (1987).1 International
wildlife treaties assign property rights to wildlife in a way that is closely
linked to the species' territory. By strengthening property rights, these
treaties reduce the dissipation of wealth associated with assets in the
public domain. A species need not be migratory for there to be contracting gains between two parties in control of different areas, but only
reside in or habitually range through an area under the jurisdiction of
different parties. For example, the polar bear, which is not migratory but
extremely nomadic, lives on the polar ice pack controlled by the United
States, Russia, Canada, Denmark, and Norway.
The existence of wildlife treaties supports the inference that
contracting among governments will emerge when wildlife inhabits
regions that are controlled by different parties for its other valuable
attributes. In much the same way, state laws usually grant wildlife
agencies the authority to contract with other states should territory
required by a wildlife stock overlap state boundaries. Interstate wildlife
agreements are most often undertaken for freshwater fishery resources.
For example, Idaho and Utah jointly regulate the Bear Lake fishery and
seven states jointly manage Great Lakes resources!' Because the costs
of private contracting are larger for the control of a species that is not
tied closely to a plot of land, such as fish and other aquatic species, this
discrepancy between fishery resources and other wildlife is not surprising. Even for highly valued migratory bird populations, federal control
was required to coordinate the states' activities.

68. Treaty for the Preservation and Protection of Fur Seals, July 7, 1911, 37 Stat. 1542.
69. See 39 Stat. 1702.
70. Convention for the Preservation of the Halibut Fishery of the North Pacific Ocean and
the Bering Sea, Mar. 2, 1953, U.S.-Canada, 5 U.S.T. 5, T.I.A.S. No. 2900.
71. Agreement on the Conservation of Polar Bears, Nov. 15, 1973, T.I.A.S. No. 8409.
72. Agreement on the Conservation of the Porcupine Caribou Herd, with annex, July 17,
1987, T.I.A.S. No. 11259. See also Lueck, supra note 14, at 308-10 (discussing treaties
protecting wildlife that inhabit territory under the jurisdiction of more than one nation-state).
73. Lueck, supra note 14, at 317-18.
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Wildlife Damage Institutions
Damage by wildlife creates similar incentives and contracting
problems. When a single landowner does not face the full costs of the
damage, he will not have the incentive to undertake optimal damage
control unless he can contract for control of the stock with the neighboring landowners. Consider again the landownership model with agricultural and wildlife uses, but now assume that the wildlife have no value
of their own and serve only to reduce the value of agricultural output. If
the territory required for farming is coincident with the territory of the
population causing the damage, the farmer-landowner will have the
incentive to optimally reduce the wildlife population so as to maximize
the value of the land. On the other hand, if the offending wildlife
population inhabits the territory of many farmers, then each farmer will
tend to free-ride on the others' damage control, unless they can form a
contract to coordinate the activity and share associated costs and benefits.
As a result, the implications of the model parallel those derived for the
case when wildlife are considered to be a valued asset.
Private damage control efforts are most likely to be present for
relatively large landowners. Indeed, large private landowners have long
hired hunters and trappers to reduce the stocks of undesired animals.'
For example, owners of large forest tracts in Washington have routinely
hunted and trapped bears that damage tree seedlings.'
As expected, however, the same private contracting difficulties
present for valued wildlife have been common for undesirable wildlife.
Since private landholdings are often small and scattered compared to the
large territorial requirements of damaging wild populations, government
agencies are predicted to emerge to coordinate efforts to reduce wildlife
damage. Indeed, "animal damage control" programs have been a part of
game departments since their inception.76 Government actions have
included bounties for undesired animals, hired hunters, and compensation of individuals for documented losses from wildlife damage.' In
addition to state and federal actions, localized county programs, financed
by taxes and/or donations, have often been the vehicle for government
action for control of "predators" such as coyotes.'m

74. Id. at 320.

75. Id.
76. LUND, supra note 12, at 39, 73; MUSGRAVE & STEIN, supra note 31.
77. MUSGRAVE & STEIN, supra note 31. See also KIMBERLY S. ROLLINS, AGRICULTURE AND
WILDLIFE: FROM PRINcIPAL-AGENT THEORY TO A WISCONSIN ECONOMIC POLIcY (1990)

(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin) (shows how moral hazard
problems arise when states compensate landowners for crop damage from wildlife).
78. LUND, supra note 12, at 74.
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Protection of Endangered Species
The passage of the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) in 19731
added a new wrinkle to wildlife institutions. The ESA has two major
provisions. First, it prohibits the taking of any endangered species within
the United States on either private or public land.' Second, it limits
federal projects and federal land uses that would jeopardize the continued
existence of endangered species. 1 Since 1973, many states have followed
the federal government and enacted state-wide endangered species acts.85
At first glance, the ESA can be viewed as simply a prohibition on
taking akin to many other game regulations for dwindling populations. Yet,
two features of the Act make it distinct from typical restrictions on taking
game. First, the ESA puts endangered species under federal jurisdiction
even though the protected populations rarely overlap state boundaries, let
alone encompass the territory of many states." As a matter of fact,' most
endangered species reside in quite limited ranges-this is almost a
requirement to be "endangered"-suggesting that state control would be
more than sufficient. Second, the ESA restricts the use of land where
endangered species reside, even on private land. Standard game protection
laws have nothing to say about land use that might have adverse effects on
a wild population.
The rationale for federal control over endangered species must lie
outside the simple version of the landowner contracting model because of
the rather small territorial requirements for protection. A demand for
biodiversity or species preservation offers a likely explanation for the ESA.
If this value-a classic public good-is spread across individuals outside
the species actual territory, the rationale exists for control by a party that
represents those holding this value. In this respect, the ESA is like
minimum stream flow requirements as a way of satisfying the demand for
instream water values.'
79. Act of 1973 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-44 (1988)); see Holly Doremus,
Patching the Ark: Improving Legal Protection of Biodiversity, 18 ECOLOGY L. Q. 265 (1991)
(providing a history of the ESA and its precursors in 1966 and 1969).
80. 16 U.S.C. § 1538.
81. 16 U.S.C. § 1536. The ESA also introduced a two-tier classification of "threatened" and
"endangered" species which implies two levels of protection. See Doremus, supra note 79,
at 298.
82. MUSGRAVE & STEIN, supra note 31. Senate Report No. 93-307, July 6, 1973, however,
indicates that 35 states already had endangered species programs prior to the 1973 Act. The
reports also show that concern for a single species was not a key force; instead there were
already 109 animals listed under the 1966 and 1969 Acts.
83. Note that the dominant role of federal authority-migratory waterfowl is the leading
example-is usefully viewed as the result of the inadequacy of state jurisdiction.
84. See Terry L. Anderson & Ronald N, Johnson, The Problem of Instream Flows, 24 EcoN.
INQUIRY 535 (1986).
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Even though the ESA can be appropriately viewed as a response
to a demand for a public good, the current application of the Act can
create incentives that run counter to the stated goal of the Act. Section 9
of the ESA makes it unlawful for a private landowner to "harm" an
endangered species.' In regulations promulgated by the Fish and
Wildlife Service, harm means any significant habitat modification that
leads to the injury of an endangered species.' Under this interpretation,
private landowners who provide habitat for an endangered species may
lose all rights to develop or otherwise alter the land.' One result of
such a policy is that landowners have no incentive to provide habitat for
an endangered species; indeed, they may lose some or all of the market
value of the land if the species resides there. Moreover, in anticipation of
a sighting of an endangered species, some landowners have destroyed
potential habitat for such species.' In fact, these incentives to destroy
habitat seem to be a growing force behind criticism of the ESA.
D. The Regulation of Hunting by State Game Agencies
Excluding habitat, state wildlife departments own most attributes
of wildlife, including the right to kill or "take" the animals, which is sold
as a license for hunting, fishing, and trapping (see Table 4)." The rights
associated with these licenses are restricted by season closures, bag limits,
and weapon requirements. Hunters can cause third-party effects by
shooting other hunters, shooting livestock or protected wildlife, and
damaging roads or other property. To increase the value of wildlife, state
hunting regulations must reduce the losses from these externalities. They
do so by prohibiting hunters from using fire, explosives, or bait, destroying nests or dens, shooting from vehicles or from roads, hunting while
intoxicated, and using certain weapons.
85. 16 U.S.C. § 1538.
86. 50 C.F.R. § 17.3 (1994).
87. As expected, certain applications of Section 9 have been attacked as a taking of private
property under the 5th Amendment. One recent and important case, Sweet Home Chapter
of Communities for a Greater Oregon vs. Babbitt, 17 F.3d 1463 (D.C. Cir. 1994), held that
there must be intent to harm the species for a violation of the ESA by a private landowner,
thus limiting the scope of taking, as it had been administered by the Fish and Wildlife
Service. As this Article was going to press, however, the Supreme Court overturned this
decision (No. 94-859 U.S. June 19, 1995).
88. See Maura Dolan, A Quiet War Puts Nature in Danger, L.A. TIMES, Dec. 20, 1992, at Al,
A26 (noting numerous cases in which private landowners have destroyed habitat (and killed
animals) in fear of their land being shackled by ESA restrictions). For example, in Riverside
County, California, some farmers have changed crop rotations so that an endangered
kangaroo rat does not take up residence on their land. In other cases, Southern forest
owners have logged in order to prevent nesting of the red-cockaded woodpecker.
89. See, e.g., MuscRAVE & STEIN, supra note 31 (detailing state hunting laws).
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TABLE 4
SOME COMMON STATE HUNTING RESTRICTIONS

Successful completion of a certified hunter safety course is required prior to purchase of hunting license.
No hunting without the permission of the landowner.
Transfer of licenses or killed game is unlawful.
No hunting outside of the specified season or hunting at night.
Hunters are limited in their take on a daily or seasonal basis.
For many species the taking of females is more severely restricted than the taking of males.
No use of fires, explosives or bait,
No hunting near buildings, machinery or livestock.
No destruction of dens, nests or dams.
No shooting from vehicles or roads and highways.
No driving off maintained roads except for game retrieval.
No disfigurement of killed game so that sex or species cannot be identified.
Minimum "power" requirements for weapons, including archery equipment.
No fully automatic rifles, fixed guns or shotguns larger than 10 gauge.
No hunting while under the influence of intoxicating drugs.
Source: Various state wildlife agencies; see generally Musgrave and Stein.
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The contracting model implies that state regulations will vary
with the ability of a landowner to establish hunting rights to wildlife and
the relative value of wildlife as an attribute of the land. If the average
size of landholdings can be used to measure contracting costs, then,
ceteris paribus,states with larger landholdings are more likely to have
longer hunting seasons and less restrictive rules on bag limits and
weapons, since landowner control substitutes for state regulations. Also,
states with highly valued wildlife stocks are more likely to have shorter
seasons and more restrictive rules. In Colorado and New Mexico, large
landowners are subject to less restrictive rules on the length of the
hunting season and the bag limits for deer and elk.9
The use of shotgun requirements for big game hunters and
Sunday hunting prohibitions can also be used to test these general
implications. If the number of hunters is large, requiring the use of
shotguns is consistent with maximizing the net value of the wildlife
because, compared to rifle ammunition, shotgun slugs travel considerably
less distance and have less energy beyond immediate range, thus
reducing the chance of damage from errant shots. Also, because the value
of the land can be increased by setting aside a day for uses other than
hunting, prohibiting hunting on Sundays is consistent with attempts to
maximize the value of land with alternative uses. Notice, however, that
both shotgun and Sunday regulations are efforts to reduce the costs of
contracting; in a zero transaction cost world, such regulations would be
unnecessary because hunters (or landowners) would contract with one
another to obtain the optimum use of weapons and timing of land use.
Thus, the model predicts that when contracting costs are lower, as with
larger landholdings, there would be less need for weapon regulation.
When wildlife values are higher, interested parties can more easily bear
contracting costs.
Empirical support for the model is available from logit estimation
cross-section data on state regulations. 1 Because their contracting costs
are lower, landowners with relatively large holdings will be able to
establish more rights to wildlife and are likely to gain from controlling
hunters' behavior. Accordingly, states with larger private landholdings
less often restrict big game hunters to shotguns or ban hunting on Sundays. Also, the value of land, which measures the potential for damage
from hunters, is inversely related to the shotgun use requirements. For

90. Robert K. Davis, A New Paradigmin Wildlife Conservation: Using Markets to Produce Big
Game Hunting, in WILDLIFE INTHE MARKETPLACE 109-25 (Terry L. Anderson & Peter J. Hill
eds., 1995).
91. See Dean Lueck, Ownershipand the Regulation of Wildlife, 29 ECON. INQUIRY 249 (1991).
Lueck also considers Sunday bans as "Blue Laws," but finds no statistical support for this

hypothesis.
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example, there are shotgun requirements in areas where agricultural
property values are high, such as Iowa and Indiana; there are no Sunday
bans in those states. Neither restrictions are found in western states,
where landholdings are large and wildlife values are relatively high.
Third, as the fraction of land used for non-farm activities
increases, non-hunting activities become more valuable. (Farmland is
valuable for hunting, but it is less valuable for other activities, such as
picnicking, sightseeing, or hiking.) Densely populated states more often
require residents to use shotguns, because there is a greater opportunity
for errant rifle shots to cause injuries. Greater population densities
indicate that the relative value of the land for wildlife is low compared
to other uses. Similarly, more densely populated states tend to outlaw
Sunday hunting.
Not only do laws vary across states as predicted by the model,
they also vary within states for the same reasons. This is especially true
of larger states that have considerable variation in wildlife habitat and
land uses within their borders. Geographical "hunting areas" are the most
conspicuous examples of such variation. States regulations for season
lengths and bag limits typically are divided into relatively homogeneous
geographic units. For example, Wyoming has over 100 distinct elk
hunting areas, each with different season dates, bag limits, and rules of
taking cows versus bulls.
Table 5 shows some of the more important examples of this
intrastate variation and offers more support for the predictions of. the
model. For example, while New York and New Jersey generally ban
Sunday hunting, they allow it in areas where landowner control is greater
and where alternative uses of the land are lower. Similarly, several
states-Michigan, Minnesota, and North Dakota-require shotguns for
hunting big game in certain regions where landholdings are smaller and
the likelihood of hunter accidents and property damage are higher when
rifles are used.
E. Legal Classificationof Wildlife
State laws classify species into such categories as big game and
small game, migratory and upland game birds, furbearers, predators,
nongame animals, and endangered species. For most of these categories,
killing is restricted, but for nongame animals and predators, restrictions
are few or nonexistent. Table 6 presents examples of animal classification
across states. All states consider deer, elk, geese, and pheasants to be
game, but bobcats, coyotes, foxes, and porcupines are not treated
uniformly. States also recognize that game species may cause damage and
routinely grant landowners the right to kill specific animals that damage
property.
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TABLE 5
INTRASTATE VARIATION IN WILDLIFE REGULATION
State

Wildlife Regulation

Alabama

Deer season is longer on private land.

British Columbia

The open season for killing coyotes is much longer in the southern
regions where fur values are relatively low and where the potential
damage to woolgrowers is relatively high.

California

Beaver cannot be taken in Southern California where they are a rare
animal.

Colorado

'Private land only" seasons are found for antelope, deer, and elk. Beaver
trapping is more restricted on public land than on private land.

Connecticut

Hunting seasons are longer for those hunting on private land.

Florida

Wild hogs are domestic in many counties but wild game in other counties.
These animals are.the feral remnants of herds that ran on the open range
until 1954. Since 1954, 6 of 54 Florida counties have declared the hogs
to be wild game,

Michigan

Shotguns are not required for hunting deer in the Upper Peninsula where
the population is relatively sparse and landholdings are large.

Minnesota

Rifles can be used for bear and deer in the northeast portion of the state
where landholdings are larger and population is less dense.

New Jersey

Farmers may hunt on Sunday on their own land.

New Mexico

Special regulations for hunting antelope, barbary sheep, and elk on
private land,

New York

Sunday hunting is banned in southern and western counties where
population is relatively dense. Private parties may control 'registered
private muskrat marshes.'

North Dakota

Only shotguns can be used for deer hunting in several small wooded
valleys where population is relatively dense and farm sizes are relatively
small.

Oregon

Regulations distinguish Cascade elk population from Rocky Mountain elk
population.

Saskatchewan

Furbearing animals are more tightly regulated (royalty fees are charged
and trapping rights are allocated) in the North where fur values are
relatively high.

South Dakota

Beaver is treated differently in eastern versus western areas of the state.

Texas

Exotic species introduced by private landowners with very large holdings
are not regulated by the state wildlife department. The exception to this
rule is the aoudad (Barbary sheep) inhabiting the Palo Duro Canyon. The
state introduced the sheep there in 1957 and continues to regulate the
population.

Washington

Regulations differ for upland birds and furbearers on either side of the
Cascades.

Sources: Various state and provincial wildlife agencies; see generally Musgrave and Stein.
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TABLE 6
SPECIES CLASSIFICATION IN SELECTED STATES

Beaver

CLASSIFICATION

STATE

ANIMAL
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Delaware

Game Animal or Furbearer
Furbearer
Furbearer
Game Animal

North Dakota
Texas

Furbearer
Furbearer

Wyoming

Furbearer

Bobcat

Alabama
Arizona
North Dakota
Texas
Wyoming

Furbearer
Furbearer
Furbearer
Unprotected
Predator

Deer

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Delaware
North Dakota
Texas
Wyoming

Game Animal
Big Game
Game Mammal
Game Animal
Big Game
Game Animal
Big Game

Duck

Alabama
Alaska
Delaware
North Dakota
Texas
Wyoming

Migratory Game Bird
Waterfowl
Game Bird
Game Bird
Game Bird
Migratory Game Bird

Fox

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Delaware
North Dakota
Texas
Wyoming

Game Animal or Furbearer
Furbearer or Fur Animal
Predator
Game Animal
Furbearer
Furbearer
Predator

Squirrel

Alabama
Alaska •
Arizona
Delaware
North Dakota
Texas
Wyoming

Game Animal
Furbearer or Fur Animal
Game Animal
Game Animal
Small Game
Game Animal
Small Game

Source: Various state wildlife agencies.
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When a state classifies wildlife, it assigns rights to private
individuals and public agencies. The model predicts that classification
will depend on the net valuation of the wildlife as well as the costs of
landowner contracting. For instance, if landholding patterns make it less
costly for landowners to own rights to wildlife stocks, it is less likely the
state will have an interest in protecting the wildlife. In addition, it is
more likely that a wildlife stock will be protected when its value is high.
Coyotes, for instance, are valued for their pelts, but they also
impose costs, mostly by killing domestic sheep. For coyotes, the net value
of the population is reduced when animals with valuable winter pelts are
killed during summer months when fur values are low. The value of
these stocks can be enhanced by restricting harvest to those months when
fur values are highest. At the same time, damage to sheep flocks can be
reduced by allowing coyotes to be killed year round.
The value of coyote pelts and the amount of property coyotes
damage vary geographically, making cross-sectional analysis possible. In
1986-87, coyotes brought from $10 to $100, depending on pelt color,
quality, and size. Pelt characteristics are correlated with the subspecies
which are correlated with geographic regions. In general, the fur from
coyotes taken in northern states bring higher prices because of a more
developed winter pelage.92 Fur prices do not vary because of transportation costs, but only because of quality determined by "natural" factors. As
a result, price is truly exogenous with respect to the legal classification.
Using data from 49 states (Hawaii has no coyotes) for the 1986-87
season, Lueck finds the predictable effects from land holdings, pelt prices,
and the value of sheep stocks on the state classification of coyotes.'
Because higher pelt prices indicate that coyote stocks are more valuable,
higher prices increase the likelihood that coyotes receive protection from
the state. On the other hand, states that have valuable sheep stocks are
less likely to protect coyotes and more likely to treat them as predators.
As the total market value of sheep in a state (which represents the value
of private livestock that may be damaged by coyote predation) increases,
the likelihood of state protection decreases. The ability of landowners to
establish rights to attributes of the species increases as landholdings
increase in size, so the establishment of private rights is more likely.
Because contracting costs decline as landholdings become larger, states
with large landholdings are less likely to be involved in protecting
coyotes.94
92. See id.
93. Id. at 258-59.
94. Laws regulating the hunting of coyotes might alternatively be explained as the
outcome of interest group competition between woolgrowers and fur trappers for political
favors: as woolgrowers (trappers) become more powerful, it is more likely that coyotes will
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F. Regulating the Game Trade
An important and common component of wildlife institutions are
restrictions and prohibitions on market activity. Prohibitions on "market
hunting" and game trade emerged around the turn of the century in state
wildlife law and persist to this day.s Since this time, it has often been
illegal to sell animal parts even if they are legally taken." The Lacey
Act, passed in 1900, added federal enforcement authority by prohibiting
the interstate and international sale of wildlife and wildlife products
obtained in violation of state (and federal) laws. More recently, both the
Endangered Species Act and the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES) restrict trade in endangered species and their
products.
From a conservationist perspective, there are two opposing views
on wildlife trade. In the United States and other countries, the efficacy of
game trade is a prominent issue in current environmental policy.' One
view, held by most conservationists, is that market forces wreak havoc on
wildlife by increasing the (financial) incentives for poaching and can lead
to such catastrophes as the near-extinction of the American bison. By this
view, profit from game is destructive." The minority, opposing view is
that market forces provide incentives to protect wildlife and are
compatible with healthy populations, as evidenced by the thriving wild
alligator population in Louisiana. By this view, profit from game is
protective.9
be classified as predators (furbearers). In this case, a property rights theory generates the
same predictions as a theory that stresses interest group rent-seeking. The relative "power"
of'woolgrowers to trappers, however, almost certainly depends on the relative value of
sheep to coyote pelts. An influential trapping lobby will not exist when fur-bearing animals
have pelts of no value. As a result, the property rights model is more general because it
includes the costs of owning land for various uses.
95. LUND, supra note 12, at 105.
96. MuscRAE & STEIN, supra note 31. Also, no state allows the private sale of hunting
licenses. The taking and sale of live animals is also severely restricted by state law.
97. The issue is perhaps no more important than in Africa, where two arguments are
currently being made about the ivory trade. In Zimbabwe and southern Africa, the ivory
trade is revered as an important source of revenue used to maintain and husband elephants,
while in Kenya and east Africa, it is scorned as the cause of severe poaching. See Randy T.
Simmons & Urs P. Kreuter, Herd Mentality: Banning Ivory Sales is No Way to Save Elephants,
50 POL'Y REv. 46 (1989) (discussing ivory trade from a pro-trade perspective).
98. LUND, supra note 12, at 105 (articulating the mainstream view: "Prohibition of
commercial dealing in wildlife was the ingenious solution American law devised to the
problem of limiting takers."). See also Valerius Geist, How Markets in Wildlife Meat and Parts,
and the Sale of Hunting Privileges, Jeopardize Wildlife Conservation, 2 CONSERVATION BIOLOGY
15 (1988).
99. Jon H. Goldstein, The Prospects for Using Market Incentives to Conserve Biological
Diversity, 21 ENVTL. L. 985 (1991); SIMMONS & KREUTER, supra note 97. Ironically, as noted
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Economists, contrary to conservationists, tend to view restrictions
on trade as limits on the creation of wealth. If property rights were
perfectly delineated, such restrictions could not enhance net wealth. A
recognition of the often substantial costs of enforcing property rights to
wild populations suggests that the traditional economic view must be
made conditional on the property rights system governing a particular
population."W For wildlife populations under open access, trade restrictions can secure ownership of wildlife stocks by reducing the gains from
theft (poaching) and may thus increase the net value of the stocks. With
these restrictions in place, poachers have no smoothly functioning game
market in which to sell, and ownership of the wildlife stocks is enhanced
because enforcement costs are reduced. Two implications follow. First, as
rights to wildlife stocks become more secure, it is more likely that
transfers will be allowed. Second, as the value of the game stocks
increases, greater effort to enhance rights will be exerted and the more
likely it becomes that transfers will be allowed."0 ' A number of observations are consistent with this thesis, including the different rules in
Great Britain and the United States, as well as the variation within the
Unites States itself.
In nineteenth century England, the arguably small contracting
costs among landowners resulted in laws that assigned the rights in game
stocks to landowners. At the same time, the sale of game was legalized
and the resulting market activity flourished."° It was illegal to sell wild
game until 1831, when the Game Laws were abolished and ownership of
game was explicitly assigned to landowners. This legal change was partly
a response to an increase in the value of game meat relative to game
sport. The demand for game meat increased dramatically as a wealthy,
urban middle class emerged in industrial England.
Analysis of game trade law in the United States shows a basic
structure consistent with the thesis that trade will tend to be restricted
when property rights to the wild populations are insecure. For instance,
a rapid and pervasive prohibition on trade existed at the turn of the

in LUND, supra note 12, at 32, some government-sponsored bounties designed to eradicate
undesirable species actually led to the protection of certain populations.
100. Lueck, supra note 14, at 318; see BARRY C. FIELD, ENVIRONMENTAL EcONOMIcS 467

(1994).
101. In his seminal article on property rights, Demsetz, supra note 1, Demsetz shows that
game trade (beaver fur) leads to a more precise system of property rights in a wildlife
population (beaver). Demsetz ignores, however, the possibility that open access harvest
might proceed at a rate that exceeds the ability of people to alter the property rights
institutions to favor game protection.
102. Lueck, supranote 14, at 318-20. See also CHRISTIAN, supra note 15, at 298-304. Christian
understood the issue and argued for legalizing trade just as property rights to game were
becoming fully vested in landowners.
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century, when open access was the dominant property rights regime.
Today, even though prohibitions on game trade are customary, when
ownership of wildlife stocks is relatively secure, the transfer of live or
killed game is relatively unrestricted. This is most apparent for "domestic"
game such as livestock and pets, but it is also the case for exotic or
imported wildlife on private Texas ranches, game taken at private
shooting preserves and game farms, fish caught from private ponds, and
animals owned by zoos."° For these cases, property rights to the live
stocks are quite secure relative to "wilder" populations inhabiting parcels
of land held by many different owners.1" Also, when the gains from
wildlife trade are extremely high, as they are for commercial fisheries and
certain furbearers, the state allows transfers. In doing so, however, the
state typically administers an elaborate system of policing to insure that
animals are taken in accordance with state game laws and regulations.' 05
V. PRIVATE WILDLIFE CONTROLS IN A BUREAUCRATIC
ENVIRONMENT
Although government agencies-federal and state-seem to
dominate wildlife institutions, the role of private parties is important and
seems to be growing. The property rights model showed that private
contracting costs among landowners can eliminate the gains from
ownership of wildlife populations and thus create a demand for a
government agency as a game "broker". At the same time, the performance of such an agency will be limited by its inability to directly control
habitat on land controlled by others.
This "inefficiency" inherent in third-party control over wildlife
means that limits on game department authority and concessions to
landowners can, in certain circumstances, increase the value of land used
for wildlife. To illustrate how private wildlife control conform to the
property rights model, I examine three areas of significant private
institutions: 1) the "special" treatment of landowners in state wildlife law;

103. See MUSGRAVE & STEI, supra note 31. Trade restrictions are often the result of
concern over the spread of diseases carried by animals (live or dead). Indeed, the bacteria
or viruses that cause these diseases can be viewed as "wildlife" for which property rights
are extremely costly to establish.
104. Only state game departments can legally sell wild animals, often to game
departments from other states and to certain private parties. Many inter-agency trades do
not involve money, but are purely animal swaps. Steven T. King & J.R. Schrock, Controlled
Wildlife, in 3 STATE WILDLIFE REGULATIONS (1985); Animal Swaps: Anybody Want a Grizzly?,
TIME, Dec. 30, 1985, at 68.
105. For example, furs must be tagged and sold only to a licensed dealer. See MUSGRAVE
& STEIN, supra note 31.
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2) the market for private hunting rights; and 3) the private preservation
of biodiversity and endangered species.
The Special Treatment of Landowners in the Law
In England, both under the common law and under the Game
Laws, private landowners were accorded special treatment with respect
to wildlife. This "special" care of landowners has basically meant that
landowners have been consistently granted greater control over game
than non-landowners. The distinct treatment of landowners has continued
in the United States, although in slightly different form. Distinctive
consideration of landowners is consistent with the property rights model
which notes the importance of the landowner in providing habitat for
wildlife by controlling other uses of land that can influence the habitat.
Institutions that remove all ownership of game from the landowner create
the incentive for the landowner to ignore the provision of wildlife
habitat." Taken together, the treatment of landowners implies that the
law recognizes the important connection between the landowner and
wildlife habitat provision as well as the costs of private contracting
among landowners.' °7

Under current state laws, landowners typically control a
well-specified set of rights to wildlife. One of the longest standing
landowner rights is the legal authority to kill animals that damage crops
and livestock."° For many species, landowners are not required to
purchase a license for hunting on their own land andthey often have a
greater bag limit than other licensed hunters. In recent years, large
landowners have been given wider authority for setting season and bag
limits for certain big game animals. The distinction between large and
small landowners is also consistent with the model. Owners of large
control a population's territory
holdings are more likely to completely
9
and thus be an optimal owner.'0
PrivateHunting Rights
Landowners can establish partial ownership and control of
wildlife (and thus gain from habitat provision and enhancing) by

106. This is precisely the shortcoming of the Endangered Species Act noted above.
107. This feature further implicates the state ownership doctrine as a "legal fiction." Table
5 also shows some contemporary regulations defining landowner rights.
108. LuND, supra note 12, at 3941; MUsGRAvE & STEIN, supra note 31.
109. Large landowners have also dominated state game commissions which oversee the
activities of the state game agencies. Their presence in the game bureaucracy strongly
supports my view of the game department as a contractual institution.
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enforcing rights to their land for hunting, fishing, or trapping.1" Given
the ability of landowners to define rights to certain aspects of wildlife,
even when government control dominates, the model still has important
implications.
In particular, as the size of a landholding increases, it is more
likely that hunting rights will be sold, because larger landowners face
lower costs of establishing rights to wildlife stocks. This implies that
owners of larger holdings will control access to more species and, therefore, will lease access rights more frequently than small landholders will.
Because the size of agricultural holdings has increased, especially in the
last 50 years, the amount of fee hunting on private lands is predicted to
have increased. Outdoor writers and wildlife biologists have presented
abundant evidence that fee hunting has increased dramatically. The 1986
Montana Fee Hunting Survey found that only three of the 48 ranchers
surveyed had been selling hunting rights for more than 25 years."'
Furthermore, the mean size for Montana ranchers selling hunting rights
in this sample was 12,970 acres, compared to a statewide average of 2,546
acres." 2 Similarly, the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department surveyed
more than 700 landowners who sold deer hunting rights and found that
they had holdings that averaged 4,780 acres, compared to a statewide
average of 732 acres per landholding."'
The propositions of the model offer insight into the factors that
will determine whether or not a rancher will sell hunting rights. For a
given species, landowners are more likely to sell or lease hunting rights
as the amount of habitat they own increases, as wildlife populations
become more dense, as wildlife value increases, and as a population's
territory shrinks. The Montana survey was used to test these implications.
Each landowner surveyed sold hunting rights for at least one of several
big game species (mule deer, whitetail deer, elk, and pronghorn antelope)
in 1986. Estimates of the influence of several variables on a landowner's
decision to enforce hunting rights by leasing the right to hunt were
consistent with these implications." 4
When individual landowners do not act to establish rights to
game, brokers may use contracts to bind separate landholdings together,
placing hunting rights to a large area under unified ownership. These
third parties might be for-profit businesses (such as guides or hunting

110. Indeed, hunting rights severable from the land have ancient origins. See BLACKSTONE,
supra note 15, and accompanying text; CHRISTIAN, supra note 15, and accompanying text.
111. 1986 Montana Fee Hunting Survey (Bozeman, Montana State University).
112. Id.
113. Texas Parks & Wildlife Department, Deer Hunting Lease Register (1986) (Austin,
Texas).
114. Lueck, supra note 91, at 251-54.
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companies), hunting clubs, state agencies, or local farm cooperatives.
Although data on these organizations is too scarce to allow tests of
specific propositions, it is clear that wildlife values exceed the costs of
landowner contracting in many cases. Twenty-five years ago, Barclay and
Bednarik found that over 5,000 waterfowl hunting clubs leased 2.5 million
acres of privately owned habitat in the Mississippi River basin."' In
southeastern Washington, the Sportsman-Landowner Club (a private
hunting business) owns hunting rights for big game animals on over
100,000 acres of private land. The United Sportsman Hunting Club in
Utah has hunting rights to nearly 500,000 acres.
Once private hunting rights are established, they create different
incentives for hunters compared to those hunters that hunt on land with
no access restrictions.'16 Despite state regulations, use of unrestricted
land during the hunting season is best explained with an open access
model. "Opening day" rushes are well known among hunters where the
effects of open access range from low success rates to accidental
shootings. Where hunting rights are well-specified, however, this kind of
activity is expected to be reduced. Using data from New Mexico and
Texas, Table 7 supports this difference, showing a remarkable increase in
hunter success rates on lands with clear hunting rights. The evidence
from Texas also shows that higher income hunters, who are likely to have
greater opportunity costs of time, are disproportionately represented in
the population of hunters who pay to hunt.
Private Preservation of Wildlife
Private rights for fishing, hunting, and trapping are mechanisms
by which private landowners are able to capture a portion of the value
from wild populations that inhabit their land. For wildlife values
characterized as public goods, private action would seem to be limited
because of potential free-riding. Despite the free-rider incentives, the
provision of nonconsumptive wildlife values by private action is
substantial and growing." 7 Groups like The Nature Conservancy,
Ducks Unlimited, and the National Audubon Society own and manage

115. John Barclay & Karl E. Bednarik, Private Waterfowl Shooting Clubs in the Mississippi
Flyway, 33 TRANSACTIONS N. AM. WILDLIFE & NAT. RESOURCES CONF. 133 (1968).

116. This is usually government land, such as Bureau of Land Management or Forest
Service land in the western states.
117. See Political Economy Research Center, supra note 49; Goldstein, supra note 99.
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TABLE 7
HUNTER BEHAVIOR: FEE HUNTING VERSUS FREE HUNTING

NEW MEXICO
Hunter Success Rates
Species

Statewide

Vermejo Park Ranch

Black Bear

3%

80%

Cougar

27%

80%

Deer

20%

95%

Elk

20%

80%

Pronghorn Antelope

72%

100%

Turkey

20%

70%

Sources:
State data taken from National Rifle Association game survey of 1982-83. Vermejo Park data
provided by Jim Baker, Wildlife Supervisor for Vermejo Park Ranch. Rates for deer are for
mule deer at Vermejo Park and for whitetail deer statewide.

TEXAS
Free Hunting in Texas

I

Fee Hunting in Texas

Deer Killed Per Hunter

0.62582

1.15021

Annual Income of Hunter

$21,474

$30,005

Days Hunting Per Year

6.74172

11.0876

Sources:
The data come from a 1979 survey of licensed deer hunters in Texas. Each observation is a
Texas resident deer hunter for the 1978-79 deer season. 302 observations are for hunters who
did not pay to have access to land (FREE) and 232 observations are for hunters who paid to
have access to land (Fee). The means are significantly different at the 1% level using a t-test.
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millions of acres of wildlife habitat."8 Land is obtained through
outright purchase or through conservation easements.
One of the most innovative approach to private wildlife
preservation is the Greater Yellowstone wolf program of Defenders of
Wildlife."9 The recent proposal of the Fish and Wildlife Service to
reintroduce the gray wolf into Yellowstone National Park has generated
strong opposition from landowner/stockmen neighboring the Park who
fear stock depredation by wolves that migrate out of the Park. Defenders
of Wildlife has sought to soothe these fears by using market payments to
both encourage private landowners to protect wolf populations and to
compensate stockmen who can prove depredation from wolves. For
example, from 1987, when the "wolf compensation fund" was established,
until September, 1994, Defenders of Wildlife had paid $16,347 to 21 ranchers for the losses of 36 cattle and 10 sheep.' The "wolf reward
program" is more recent, established in 1992, and made its first payment
to a Montana rancher in early 1994.121 Both the land ownership ap-

proach and the market payment approach clearly recognize the connection between wildlife habitat and landowner control.
VI.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

At first glance, the mosaic of legal, regulatory, and contractual
rules that make up wildlife institutions seems without logic, economic or
otherwise. The evidence I have presented, however, shows how these
institutions are illuminated by examining the structure of property rights
to wildlife resources. Property rights to wildlife, although imperfect, are
a complex mix of private and public constraints, making a clear
separation between private and public institutions an inaccurate
representation. For instance, private landowners usually control access
rights, and government agencies often regulate hunting and other uses.
In the property rights paradigm, many government actions are seen as
second-best solutions to private contracting problems. These specific
property rights exist because they reduce the wealth dissipation that
results from incomplete ownership. The model I developed focused on

118. See also Political Economy Research Center, supra note 49 (finding numerous smaller,
local groups that own private preserves). For example, the Hawk Mountain Sanctuary
Association has owned a 1440 acre preserve for raptors in the Appalachian Mountains of
eastern Pennsylvania since 1934.
119. Hank Fischer, Restoring the Wolf, DEFENDERS MAG., Jan./Feb. 1989, at 9.
120. Defenders of Wildlife, Defenders of Wildlife's Wolf Compensation Program, Fact
Sheet (1994a).
121. Defenders of Wildlife, Defenders of Wildlife's Wolf Reward Program: Using
Economic Incentives to Encourage Recovery, Fact Sheet (1994b).
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the value of wildlife relative to other uses of land, as well as the ability
of private landowners to contract for control of species that inhabit their
land.
The evidence I have presented indicates that private hunting
rights, variation in state hunting regulations, and legal classification of
species vary according to differences in landownership patterns,
population territories, and wildlife values. Although it is possible to
imagine wildlife institutions superior to those existing, the evidence
presented shows that observed evolution and variation in ownership is
consistent with wealth maximization. Because most features of Anglo-American wildlife institutions have persisted for two centuries, the likelihood of efficiency seems high compared to the possibility of pervasive
inefficiency.12
Even though I have stressed the application of the property rights
model to historical and current institutions, the framework has implications for contemporary and future concerns. One of the current trends is
the private sector provision of wildlife for both consumptive and
nonconsumptive values. To the extent that wildlife values increase, this
trend seems likely to continue. In many areas, private land holdings show
little sign of becoming smaller, so contracting costs should fall over time.
Moreover, game departments and other public agencies are severely
constrained by their inability to control land uses affecting habitat. The
current struggle between landowners and agencies administering the
Endangered Species Act illustrates this shortcoming.

122. See Armen A. Alchian, Uncertainty, Evolution, and Economic Theory, 58 J.POL. ECON.
211 (1950) (arguing that persistent and surviving institutions are likely efficient); George J.
Stigler, Law or Economics?, 35 J. L. & ECoN. 455 (1992) (making a similar argument in the
context of legal-political institutions).

